N & F SERIES BULLBAR

GET A
PERFECT FIT,
NOT A
COUNTERFEIT.
EFFECTIVE
AUG 2O17

NOW YOUR ISUZU CAN BE JUST
AS POLISHED ON THE OUTSIDE.
From cab to engine to safety features, Isuzu Trucks are filled with smarts that
make them brilliantly polished performers. And now there’s a bullbar to match.
The Isuzu Trucks approved genuine accessory bullbar was developed and designed
from scratch over three years to perfectly follow the lines of your truck, adding to
FULL ASSEMBLY ROBOT WELDING

IN-PROCESS INSPECTION

An automatic robot weld cell completes high precision and complex welds with 100% repeatability
on all bullbars. This world-class robot capability ensures consistent weld quality, accuracy and
visual finish.

During the production process components are continuously assessed and measured by both man
and machine. This highly controlled production environment ensures the final product meets and
exceeds the stringent Isuzu global quality standards.

Designed specifically for
Australian conditions.

Replaceable upper
structure.

Styled to integrate
seamlessly with
truck design.

Performance optimised
with computer-aided Finite
Element Analysis (FEA).

Incredibly strong onepiece pressed bumper.

Constructed using
precision robotic welding
and polishing.

Crash and vibration tested
by Isuzu Japan.
LINISHING AND POLISHING

FINAL PRODUCT INSPECTION AND MEASUREMENT

A fully enclosed automated linishing and polishing cell achieves a precise surface finish. Laser
calibration prior to every cycle ensures high accuracy and identical parts. Final polishing by
experienced technicians is performed in purpose-built temperature controlled sealed booths
to ensure a final product with industry leading high quality appearance.

Batch samples are inspected under high lumen lighting and a computerised Coordinate Measuring
Machine (CMM) is used to assess dimensional accuracy. Combining this CMM process with
programed validation of weld penetration, customers can have complete confidence in the integrity
of the Isuzu genuine bullbar.

the already great looks. But this new design doesn’t just look good. Its precision
manufacturing process, including robotic welding and meticulous Macro weld testing,
has created a bullbar that also works in perfect partnership with Isuzu airbags.

Australian made.

Air bag and Australian
Design Rule (ADR)
compliant.
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